Introduction
Real world non-linear electromagnetic field problems can only be solved by numerical methods implemented using certain discretizations of the region considered. A simple procedure for evaluating approximately the computation errors involves the discontinuities in the normal or tangential components of some vector field quantities, which theoretically should be continuous. A more consistent procedure for determining the solution accuracy employs certain positive definite quantities that tend to zero as the numerical solution approaches the exact one. These quantities are called error estimators.
In the case of static or stationary linear fields, the hypercircle principle (Bossavit, 1999; Synge, 1957) allows to obtain the "distance" between the numerical and the exact solution vectors, i.e. a certain norm of the difference between them. 
with v being, in the case of magnetic field problems, for instance, the symmetric and positive definite tensor equal to the inverse of the permeability tensor µ, and with the integral performed over the region n considered. A number of techniques were developed (Bossavit, 1999; Marmin et al, 2000; Marques et al, 2000) based on the hypercircle concept, yielding criteria for evaluating local errors, which are useful in the FEM treatment of linear field problems.
On the other hand, for fields in non-linear magnetic media an appropriate error estimator is (Li et al, 1995; Marmin et al, 1998; Rikabi et al, 1988) ff (H,B) (13) where the subscripts denote the Cartesian components of Band F, and Br = F-1 (0)
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represents the remnant magnetic flux density vector. If the constitutive relation is -------strictly monotonic, i.e.
then expression (9) is convex (Rikabi et al., 1988) , which is a very useful property for numerical computation.
A similar error estimator constructed from relation (12) is e = llH -F(B)llµ (15) which, in the linear case, gives the error in the hypercircle principle sense.
In this paper, we propose a procedure for deriving error bounds for the solution of non-linear field problems, based on the polarization fixed point iterative method (PFPM) . At each iteration step, the linearized field problem is solved by the finite element method (FEM) . The error due to the application of the FEM is evaluated using the hypercircle principle.
PFPM
Consider the magnetic field equations in n VxH=J (16) V·B=O (17) with the constitutive relation (12). We assume that at each point Pin n the function F satisfies the Lipschitz condition, i.e. (18) and is also uniformly monotonic,
IF(B') -F(B'')I < A(P)IB' -B''I, for any B', B''
where A(P) has an upper bound and A(P) has a positive lower bound in fl. For 
In the PFPM, relation (12) is replaced by
( 22) with =µ constant and the non-linearity hidden in the polarization I (Hantila, 1975; Hantila et al, 2000) ,
The value of ft can be chosen (Hantila, 1974) such that the function G defined by equation (23) is a contraction, i.e.
where 6 < 1. In the case of an isotropic medium, one can choose at any point µ,(P) < 2JLrnm(P) and then, the contraction factor 6 is:
Since /Lm.in is greater than the permeability of free space J.Lo, µin equations (22) and (23) can be chosen to be J.l-0· In this case,
On the other hand, if µ,(F') is chosen such that
with Vmin(P) = 1/ 1Lmax(P) and Vrnax(P) = 1/ JLrnin(P), then 6 takes its smallest value,
Pen JLrnax(P) + JLrnin(P)
In the case of anisotropic materials, the choice of the tensor jl is more elaborated (Hantila, 1974) . If, for instance, the relationship B-H can be decomposed into independent relationships along orthogonal directions, then the above expressions for the contraction factor can be used for each of the components (see the example Error bounds for considered below).
the FEM I ti
The PFPM consists of the following iterative process:
SO U on (1) a value for 1< 0 > is chosen; (2) at each successive step n, n ~ 1, n<n> and n<n> are computed from the linear
(28) (3) the new polarization 1<nl is corrected according to the non-linear equation (23),
Steps (2) and (3) are repeated until llA.J<n>IL, = llJ<n> -1<n-l)llv is sufficiently small.
It should be remarked that for any I there is one and only one field B = Z(/) that verifies equation (28) and that the function Z is non-expansive, i.e.
The above scheme is a Picard-Banach procedure for computing the fixed point of the composition G(Z (J) ) of the function G with Z, which has the same contraction factor as G(B).
A dual formulation can be used for the treatment of the above non-linear field problem. Equations (22) and (23) with the non-linearity contained in the magnetization M,
Again, the tensor vis chosen such that a is a contraction. For instance, in the case of isotropic media ~P) < 2vmin(P), i.e. µ,(P) > JLma.x(P)/2. The function H = Z'(M) is also non-expansive. For an isotropic medium, the smallest contraction factor is
which is the same as that given in equation (27) and is obtained with
(32) (33) It can be shown (Saaty, 1981) that, after n iterations in PFPM, the errors with respect to the exact solution vectors H*, B* of equations (16) Equation (35) gives the relation between the error estimator (15) and the error of the polarization computed numerically by the PFPM.
Applying a selected numerical method to solve the linear problem (28), we obtain an approximate value of the magnetic flux density, From equation (23) and d_n) = z (1(n-1))
:;; ollB<n) -~~11" + 111~~ -1<n-1)ll"· Thus, ll81<n)ll 11 in equations (34)- (36) can be expressed as
where
is due to the approximation introduced by the numerical method used for solving the linear field problem and
is due to the iterative process used for the treatment of non-linearity.
Error due to FEM application
In this section, we derive the error ein) in equation (41), introduced by employing the FEM as the selected numerical method for the solution of linear field problem in equation (28), at the end of the iterative process. 
It is obvious that, for such a field, we have
where the inner product is defined by (44) Error bounds for the FEM solution
Equation (43) shows that the fields B and -fLH are the projections of I on the
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subspaces fl' and }LL', respectively. These projections can be found by minimizing --------with respect to X the "distances" III -XII 11 between I and X E fl' and between I and X E fLL', respectively, which gives X = B in the first case and X = -P,H in the second. Since
we only need minimizing the functional
When XE fLL', we use the scalar potential formulation, with X = -P,V<I> and the boundary condition <I> = 0 on the surface g. When X E L", we use the vector potential formulation, with X = V x A and with the boundary condition At = 0 on gi.
The minimization of the functional in equation (46) is performed by using the FEM. This is done in the :finite-dimensional subspace fl~ of fl' or in the :finite-dimensional subspace 'µfl~ of }LL' (fl' is shown in Figure 1 by a horiwntal plane and }LL' by a normal straight line). The projection Ba of the polarization I on the subspace fl~ is equal to the projection of B on the same subspace, Ba = P a(B). Obviously, Pa is non-expansive. Therefore, the application of the FEM to obtain the approximate solution Ba reduces to the computation Ba = Zap(/) = P a(Z(l)). Thus, the computation scheme in the PFPM is Since Pa and Z are non-expansive, the above scheme generates a Picard-Banach sequence of the contractive composition G (P a(Z(I) )) of G, Pai and Z, which is convergent The polarization I is corrected as I = G(Ba).
The dual numerical scheme of the PFPM is
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--------where the projection H 13 of the magnetization Mon the finite-dimensional subspace V 13 is equal to the projection of Hon the same subspace, H f3 = P 13 (H).
In order to compute the errpr assocjated with the FEM, based on the hypercircle principle, we use the field H, B, with B = B -I. Now, equations (41) and (7) yield ein> = llB<n> --~~llv = llB<n> -n<;>llv s lld;> -~n>llv (47) where
with p,J1an> computed by minimizing the functional (46) in the subspace P,V 13 and with the value of Jl equal to that used in equation (43). The iterative process in tlie PFPM is performed by using Ba in the first scheme, for instance, and is ended when e~n>in equation (42) is smaller than a chosen value. After the last iteration, we compute IJ~n),
Jfan>, and thus evaluate ein> from equation (47).
Numerical example
In order to illustrate our method, we consider in this paper a simple system that contains a permanent magnet, whose square cross section is shown in Figure 2 . The permanent magnet occupies a square section with a side length which is three quarters of that of the entire region and the rest of the region is of non-magnetic material. The B -H characteristic corresponding to the magnetization direction of the permanent magnet is plotted in Figure 3 , with the relative permeabilities J..lrrrm = 16 and ILrmm = 1.2; the relative permeability in the transverse direction is constant and is equal to 1.2. The optimum contraction factor calculated from equation (27) (34), normalized with respect to the remnant flux density, for various numbers of nodes of the discretization mesh, is given in Table I .
Conclusions
A method for calculating a bound for the error in the numerical solution of static, stationary and quasistationary non-linear magnetic field problems, has been derived. Although in this paper we employ the PFPM for treating the non-linearity, one can use any method to compute an approximate value of B. From the B -H characteristic, we find the inverse of permeability in equation (26) and the optimum contraction factor in equation (27) . Then, we obtain the polarization I= 1<n-l) = G(B) in equation (23), which is needed in equation (28). Only one step of the PFPM is necessary to compute n<;> in equation (47) , that is ~~ in equation (37), and then J~~ from equation (38) and ~n) from equation (48) . With these quantities, we detenmne the errors eln) in (42), the global error from equation (40) and finally, the "distance" between the approximate solution and the exact solution (equations (34)- (36)). The dual PFPM scheme, where H and M are used, can be employed in a similar manner. It should be noted that, when the difference between the values of A(P) and A.(P) (equations (20) and (21)) increases, then the contraction factor () (equation (27)) and the error bounds increase. A more refined mesh and a greater number of iterations are needed to obtain a smaller error. In the case of linear media, the procedure presented in this paper reduces to the classical hypercircle technique.
